
Fantastic Value For Money
With Sail Croatia

  

When plans of a memorable holiday adventure don’t come cheap, jump on an island-hopping trip with Sail Croatia for amazing value for
money. Including on-hand local advice, exclusive discounts in bars and restaurants, private parties and guaranteed friends to be made, it’s so
much more than just a ferry ticket. And with 2014 prices from just £319 per person, the opportunity is too good to miss.

Choose a seven-day Navigator cruise with Sail Croatia and relax knowing that a knowledgeable rep will guide, inform and advise on the best
activities, beaches, sights and night-spots at every stage. Make the most of exclusive discounts at bars, restaurants and clubs in the trendiest
places along the Croatian coastline.

Spend seven days getting to know a great bunch of like-minded travellers and a welcoming local crew, then party the nights away with a
guaranteed flotilla of enthusiastic friends-to-be. Jump into the turquoise waters of secluded bays accessible only by boat, sleep well in a cosy
cabin and eat well with homemade breakfasts and a substantial lunch from the on-board chef.

Director, Grant Seuren says, “There’s so much more to a Sail Croatia cruise than just the itinerary. Our boats are staffed and sailed by local
Croatian people and our reps are on hand any moment of the day to offer advice and organise social events.

“Booking a Sail Croatia cruise is a convenient, action-packed and unique way to organise a holiday with the right mix of fun, relaxation and
socialising.”

There’s also exclusive access to private events such as the Sail Croatia Live Night and the Trstenik beach party, plus the chance to arrange
exciting activities (unique to Sail Croatia) such as kayaking, buggy safari’s, diving and day trips to Bosnia and Montenegro.

What’s more, book a 2014 trip by 30 October and Sail Croatia is offering prices from just £319 per person in April 2014. Spend seven days
island-hopping the Navigator route on an en suite boat from Dubrovnik to Split, spending the first evening in historic Dubrovnik before heading
to the island of Mljet and the party destinations of Korcula, Hvar and Makarska, finishing in sunny Split. Flights excluded.

Alternatively, Sail Croatia are offering a six-day Dubrovnik to Split cruise on 14 September this year for just £359 per person! Spend six days
island-hopping the Navigator route on an en suite boat, spending the first evening in historic Dubrovnik before heading to the island of Mljet
and the party destinations of Korcula, Hvar and Makarska, finishing in sunny Split. Flights excluded.

To book visit www.sail-croatia.com or call 0800 193 8289.
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